Adovcate Turn Toward Peace

Peace Walkers Offer Berlin Solution
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people to agree in opposing them in proposing.” This inevitable fact of politics shapes clearly through the Walk’s policy, which was produced from the varying views of many national and local groups, who originally agreed only on generalization. The negative aspects of the program—by courtesy of the anti war and rejection of civil defense and atmosphere testing—are too stronger and better supported by the positive aspects and concernd proposals. The deep and careful analysis given to the armed nations and to civil defense is strongly lacking, for example, from the proposals concerning withdrawal of vulnerability U.S. missile bases and the Berlin problem, both of which are vague and unimportant. This weakness results not from a lack of understanding or research into the problems, but probably from a lack of full agreement on the specifics; unfortunately, the impression conveyed to an objective reader is the former rather than the latter. Documrentation Renders A second and more serious shortcoming is the total absence of documentation in the form of references, statistics, authoritative quotes, and the like. At one point, “studies of major dictators” are mentioned, but few wonders which studies and what they specifically showed. In itself, however, there is an important example of how the points that are brought up, like the proposal to bring the arm race as a gross failure, examples would provide considerable student information in convincing the skeptical reader.
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Perpetual Motion?

Not but scientists and engineers at Ford’s research and scientific labs do deal in perpetual motions—and they have more than a few about what might be common practice in future, some of them just as startling. Studies at Ford involving new energy sources and improved materials may help bring jet-propelled cars with gyro stabilizers... automatic driving controls... flying automobiles and wheelless vehicles that glide on a cushion of air... vehicles propelled by atomic energy... plastics with the strength of conventional metals... adhesives that replace welding... radar and other electronic controls to assist or replace the driver in many situations. Basic studies in these and other fields are just part of a continuing program of progress aimed at rendering Ford’s leadership through scientific research and engineering.
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